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NATIONWIDE WARRANTY PROGRAM*
PACCAR PARTS OFFERS A ONE-YEAR/UNLIMITED MILEAGE WARRANTY ON DESIGNATED REPLACEMENT PARTS.
When you purchase replacement parts at any authorized Peterbilt dealership, you will find more and more parts are covered by a one-year/unlimited-mileage warranty. If you install a warranted part and it fails due to a defect in materials or factory workmanship, the
part will be replaced free by any authorized Peterbilt dealer. If a Peterbilt dealer installed the part, it will be replaced and installed free at any Peterbilt dealership. The warranty applies to most parts sourced through PACCAR Parts. Certain limitations and exceptions
apply. See your Peterbilt dealer for details. Peterbilt and the Peterbilt logo are registered trademarks of PACCAR Inc. PACCAR of Canada Ltd. is a licensee. Illustrations are representations only. Actual features may differ. Unless otherwise specified, prices are per unit/each
and do not include sales tax. Offer good through effective sale period or while supplies last at participating dealers listed on this flyer only. ©PACCAR Inc, 2021. All rights reserved. Printed in U.S.A.
All prices and offers subject to change.

SALE BEGINS: 5/01/2021
SALE ENDS: 5/31/2021

J.W. SPEAKER LED HEADLIGHT

TRP® OIL COALESCING CARTRIDGES

The Model 9600 LED headlight features: Smartheat®
technology (optional) keeping the lens free of ice
and snow, a built-in Bi-LED technology that switches
between high and low beam, supports DRL, and
built-in turn signal optics with a military-grade lens
for anti-fog and UV protection
Plug-and-play functionality for Peterbilt heavy-duty
truck models with select pod-style headlights
High and low beam delivers an exceptional punch
and spread down the road
DOT compliant reflex optic and front side marker
with feature lines
The Bi-LED module allows for digital switching for
the high and low beam optic, removing failure point
of mechanical system
JWS Speaker LED Headlight 3 CAE

Available with Chrome Bezel with black
polycarbonate housing
Model 9600, RH, 12V, 388/389/567 POD LED
headlights, chrome
0556671JWS

$895.00
each
Model 9600, LH, 12V, 388/389/567 POD LED
headlights, chrome
0556661JWS

Oil coalescing
cartridge
AC1001C
TRP Oil Coalescing
Cartridges CAE

$62.00
each

* While quantities last *

* Extra $5 off w/loyalty coupon *

PETERBILT FLOOR MATS

GORILLA BRAKE SHOES KITS

New shoes, no core
charge
16.5" x 7" Rockwell Q+
brake shoe kit
GBNK4707Q23PR

$125.00
pair

$59.95
each

Peterbilt 579 floor mat
set (driver &
passenger)
PBL0G0579

16.5" x 7" Eaton
extended service brake
shoe kit
GBNK4709E223PR

$125.00

$62.95
each

PBT Floor Mats CAE

pair

TRP® LED WORK LAMPS

Once a cooling system is
contaminated, water alone
cannot clean the
system. Fleetguard Restore
addresses a wide range of
contamination without harming
the metal surfaces, gaskets, hoses
or
plastic components of heavy-duty
cooling systems

Epoxy-encapsulated electronics
for increased environmental
protection

Removes heavy corrosion, scale
deposits and oil contamination
Cleans cooling systems without leaving
a film on heat transfer surfaces
Does not harm metal surfaces, gaskets,
hoses or plastic parts

3 LED work lamp, flood beam,
600 lumen, 12-36V
WL0020

Restore cooling system cleaner, 1 gal
jug
CC2610XFLG

8 LED work lamp, flood beam,
1600 lumen, 9-36V
WL0060

FLG Fleetguard Coolant
CAE

$26.50
each

$895.00
each

Peterbilt 567 floor mat
set (driver &
passenger)
PBL0G0567

FLEETGUARD RESTORE CLEANER

Stainless steel mounting
hardware
Aluminum housing
TRP LED
Work Lamps CAE

$42.00
each
$79.95
each
* Extra $5 off w/loyalty coupon *

TRP® WASHER BOTTLES
Direct replacement ensures true fit
every time
Cap and pump included
Serviceable pump components available
Washer bottle
WB603-5404

$55.00
each
TRP Washer
Bottles CAE

Washer bottle pump, direct fit
replacement for OE PN T4695001
(pump)
WB603-5402PUMP

$21.95
each
Washer bottle
WB603-5402

$169.95
each

PACCAR GENUINE FILTERS
Three times more
efficient than
conventional pleated
filters
Dust & dirt will not
dislodge during
servicing due to
contaminant
encapsulation
PCR Filters CAE

Air filter
P621725

$175.00
each

* Extra $5 off w/loyalty coupon *
TRP® WINDOW REGULATORS
Easy to install
Power regulators with motor
Packaged and sold individually
Electric window regulator
with motor, LH Peterbilt
WNR021000L
TRP Window
Regulators LH RH PB CAE

COBRA CB RADIOS
Delta Tune & Adjustable
Dynamic® Boost
40-Channel CB Radios
with Emergency Channels
SWR Calibration
Classic, 40 channel
29LTD
CBR CB Radios
40 Channel CAE

$185.00
each

$140.00
each

Electric window regulator
with motor, RH Peterbilt
WNR021000R

4 color display, 40 channel
with weather band
29LX

$185.00
each

$180.00
each

* Extra $10 off w/loyalty coupon * * Extra $20 off w/loyalty coupon *

TRP® TURN SIGNAL SWITCHES

ZEPHYR POLISHING KITS
Our Super Shine ‘X’ or Super Shine
polishing kit will take your buffing
skills to the next level!

Peterbilt turn signal switch,
replaces OE# 480827G
TL30300

$135.00
each
TRP Turn
Signal Switches CAE

Peterbilt turn signal switch,
replaces OE# 01-4830-99
TL30500

$275.00
each

Takes the guesswork out which
wheels and bars to buy with the
proper materials to bring out a
brilliant mirror shine
Each kit contains 3 airway wheels & 3
compound bars for primary,
secondary and finishing steps, safety
flanges and Pro 40 metal polish
ZEP Polishing Kits CAE

Super shine polishing kit
SSK1T

$100.00
each
Super shine "X" polishing kit
SSXK1T

$115.00
each

